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Agenda

• Review since Bratislava
• Review of EV Improvement work since Thessaloniki (Dean Coclin)
• Priorities for Summer 2020
Review since Bratislava
Review since Bratislava

• Thank minute takers: Wayne, Robin, Ryan, Dean, Tim.

• Issue: Github discussions, what’s relevant to Validation Subcommittee?

• Doug – SC25, new validation methods - PASSED
• Validation source disclosure – pre-ballot
• Wayne – SC27, DV/OV .onion certificates – PASSED
• Certificate profiles – work on capturing existing requirements in more useful format; fill in gaps and omissions
• Acceptable redirect codes (Proposed: 301, 302, 307, 308)
Review of EV Improvements
EV Improvements since Thessaloniki

• Presentation by Dean Coclin
Priorities for Summer 2020
Summer 2020 Priorities

• Continue work on certificate profiles
• Continue work on Incorporation Agencies and Registration Agencies
• Fix requirements for validation of OUs:
  • Sectigo gave an excellent summary of the problem in Bratislava
  • Need to start discussion appropriate solutions
• Other priorities
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